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                                                                We offer you on-line and off-line uninterruptible power sources with a unique set of energy saving functions. Our UPSs protect your essential equipment against power quality defects in AC grids. Due to modern circuit design solutions our UPS provide a high degree of protection both for industrial and domestic equipment.
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                                                                OOO «ATS-CONVERS» specializes in the development, manufacturing and maintenance of DC uninterruptible power supply (SBEP) systems.
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                                                                Voltage stabilizers produced by OOO «ATS-CONVERS» have no analogs by the set of characteristics and performed functions. They are specially intended for perfect operation in the conditions of extremely poor quality of power supply.


 


Our stabilizers provide reliable protection of electrical equipment against hazardous effects that appear in power supply grids. Intelligent stabilizer control algorithms provide the highest performance compared to other known devices.
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                                                                Voltage inverters are intended to convert DC voltage to AC voltage. They can be used at facilities where there is a backup rechargeable battery or an external DC source of the required voltage.


 


DC voltage converters are intended to supply stable power to communication and telecommunication equipment, security systems, as well as to industrial equipment with nominal DC voltage of 12, 24, 60 V, when operating from a DC source with a nominal voltage of 48 or 60V.
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                                                                OOO «ATS-CONVERS» offers various automation power grid devices to organize guaranteed power supply to AC consumers and to automatically re-activate various equipment.
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                                                                Surge protection devices manufactured by OOO "ATS-CONVERS" correspond to SPD Class I or II and have the first or the second stage of protection against lightning strikes (lightning protection).


 


They are intended to protect electrical equipment of buildings and structures against direct lightning strikes into the lightning protection system of the object or into overhead power line, as well as against high-energy switching pulse surges, against AC voltage deviations, overloads and short circuits.
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                                                                The main objective of OOO «ATS-CONVERS» monitoring system is to provide the user with information about the parameters of power equipment operating modes, to reduce the number of emergency situations due constant monitoring of operating modes and technical condition of objects, to register the status and value of parameters at monitored objects for timely detection and prevention of emergency situations.
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                                                                Lead acid batteries, sealed, maintenance-free, closed type. Ideal for working together with uninterruptible power supply systems.


 


We also offer you battery cabinets for compact arrangement of batteries.
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                                                                On-line uninterruptible power sources with increased reliability. They are intended to organize uninterruptible power supply systems and reliable protection of essential single-phase/three-phase industrial equipment, as well as objects with high level of interference and significant network voltage deviation.
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                                                                                            OOO «ATS-CONVERS» offers various automation power grid devices to organize guaranteed power supply to AC consumers and to automatically re-activate various equipment.
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                                                                                            Surge protection devices manufactured by OOO "ATS-CONVERS" correspond to SPD Class I or II and have the first or the second stage of protection against lightning strikes (lightning protection).
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                                                                                            Lead acid batteries, sealed, maintenance-free, closed type. Ideal for working together with uninterruptible power supply systems.


 


We also offer you battery cabinets for compact arrangement of batteries.
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                                                                                            On-line uninterruptible power sources with increased reliability. They are intended to organize uninterruptible power supply systems and reliable protection of essential single-phase/three-phase industrial equipment, as well as objects with high level of interference and significant network voltage deviation.
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